EStAL Seminar 2019
The Evolving Concept on the Notion of Aid
Economic Activity – Effect on Trade – Infrastructure - SGEI
11 – 13 April 2019 | Barcelona, Spain
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Structure & Participation
Overview
What is the status quo of the Commission›s Notice on the Notion of Aid given recent judgments that
challenge various concepts such as ‹economic activity› and ‹effect on trade›?
The European Commission’s Notice on the Notion of State Aid aims to contribute to a consistent application of the concept of aid and particularly to identify when public investments do not contain State aid
in the light of Article 107(1) TFEU. As such, it provides guidance on the main principles of the notion of
undertaking, the presence of an economic activity, financing through State resources and the presence of
an economic advantage for the beneficiary.In practice, it remains challenging to define the lines between
economic and non-economic activities, between State and private resources as well as between advantage and non-advantage. For each of them, the precise delineation has to take account of further element
provided in various recent court judgments.
To understand the Commission’s approach and practice regarding State aid, this intensive seminar will
discuss various elements of the Notice on the Notion of Aid taking into consideration latest rulings of the
courts and Commission decisions.

Who should participate?
The seminar will bring together State aid experts from European and national institutions,
industry, legal practice and academia. As such, the seminar is targeted to:

Academics
Industry Representatives, In-house Counsels
Economists
Private Legal Practitioners
Public and Private Competition Lawyers
Representatives from Member States’ Authorities
Experts from Public and Private Banks

Objectives

Methodology

The EStAL seminar offers a unique experience to
thoroughly examine State aid issues in an intensive, small-group atmosphere allowing for in-depth
interaction among the participating experts. The
diverse professional background of the faculty
and the small circle of participants sharing a high
level of expertise and experience will guarantee
a lively and insightful debate.

During the two and a half-day programme you
will have ample room to profoundly look into
the diverse aspects of the matters on the agenda
thanks to a high variety of dense and topical
presentations, case studies, brainstorming
rounds and in-depth discussion of your individual
questions.

www.lexxion.eu

Programme
Thursday, 11 April 2019
8:45 – 17:00 (incl. Coffee Breaks & Lunch Break)

09:00
Morning Session:
Economic and Non-Economic
Activities

13:00
Afternoon Session:
Effect on Trade

• Defining economic activity,
undertaking and market

• The ‹no effect on trade› approach –
When does it apply?

• Relevant case law pertaining to
economic activities
• The blurred borders of economic
activities: Discussion of practical
cases in different sectors

Panel:
Mona-April Pelin
Case Handler, State aid Policy and Case
support, DG Competition, European
Commission, Brussels

Speaker:
Leo Flynn
Member of Legal Service, AIDE Team
(State aids and dumping), European
Commission, Brussels

Phedon Nicolaides
Professor at the University of
Maastricht; Visiting Professor at the
College of Europe, and Academic
Director at Lexxion Training

Friday, 12 April 2019
9:00 – ca. 22:30 (incl. Coffee Breaks, Lunch & Evening Excursion)

09:00
Morning Session:
State Aid to Infrastructure
• State aid to infrastructure and
pricing of access to infrastructure
• Discussion of most recent judgments
on infrastructure
• Case T-631/15, Stena Line v European
Commission Ryanair judgements

Benefits of Attending
• Receive first-hand information
on recent State aid jurisprudence from the CJEU
• Get detailed insights on the
application of Commission’s
SGEI Package
• Be aware of application of the
Commission’s Altmark Criteria
• Participate in small group
exercises, various case studies
and discuss your individual
cases and questions in full
confidentiality
• Enjoy the great informal
exchange and networking
opportunities with State aid
experts at the beautiful scenery
on the shore of Lake Maggiore

Panel:
Phedon Nicolaides
Professor at the University of
Maastricht; Visiting Professor at the
College of Europe, and Academic
Director at Lexxion Training
Olga Simeon
Policy Officer, State aid Transport,
DG Competition, European Commission, Brussels

13:30
Afternoon Session:
Services of General Economic
Interest
• Manifest error in defining a genuine
service of general interest
• Practical cases from transport,
broadband, broadcasting, health and
social sectors, sports and culture

Evening: Excursion with all speakers
and participants & Dinner
Speaker:
Olga Simeon
Policy Officer, State aid Transport,
DG Competition, European Commission, Brussels

Saturday, 13 April 2019

9:00 – 14:00 (incl. Coffee Break & Lunch)

Morning Session: Practical Case Study & Final Discussion Round
• General wrap-up of the two days’ debates
• Discussion of remaining questions
• Interactive group work based on cases (brought by participants or/and speakers)
• Analysing of your questions and discussion of your individual questions
Speaker:
Leo Flynn
Member of Legal Service, AIDE Team (State aids and dumping), European Commission, Brussels

Participants are welcome to send us topics and/or individual questions beforehand.

www.lexxion.eu

Networking & Exchange
The two and a half-day programme (with the option to stay over the weekend) offers ample time for debates and
exchange.The coffee and lunch breaks as well as social and leisure activities, provide perfect opportunities for
informal exchange and networking. On the evening of the first day, a common excursion with all speakers and
participants is organised - do not miss this great networking event!

Registration Form

EStAL Seminar 2019:
The Evolving Concept on the Notion of Aid
11 – 13 April 2019
Organiser: Lexxion Publisher

VENUE

Please register with:

Casa de Convalescencia
Carrer de Sant Antoni Maria Claret, 171
Barcelona, Spanien

Lexxion Publisher
Post:
Güntzelstr. 63 | 10717 Berlin, Germany
Phone: +49 (0)30-81 45 06-15 (Gael Langosch)
Fax:
+49 (0)30-81 45 06-22
E-mail: langosch@lexxion.de
Online: www.lexxion.eu/en/events

As the number of places is limited,
please register as soon as possible.

PARTICIPATION FEES
Regular fee: 2 480 EUR*
Reduced fee for EStAL subscribers: 2 380 EUR*
*

21% Spanish VAT will be added if applicable. The participation fees include the
seminar material, drinks and snacks during the breaks and lunches as well as the
evening excursion on 12 April including dinner and drinks.

CANCELLATION POLICY
Cancellations should be made in writing per post or fax. Please note
that the full fee will be charged for cancellations received after
27 March 2019. Nomination of a substitute remains possible. A
cancellation arising by reason of too small a number of participants is effected no
later than two weeks prior to the conference by the organisers. In this case the
participation fee will be refunded. A requirement for reimbursement of travel and
accommodation expenses as well as loss of working hours is not possible, unless
such costs result from wantonly negligent or deliberate behaviour on the part of
the organisers.
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EStALI Interactive Forum on EU State Aid Law

Discuss latest developments in EU State aid law
Exchange knowledge and experiences with leading practitioners
in guided table discussions

Enjoy great networking with experts from all over Europe
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For further information and online registration, please visit www.lexxion.eu/en/events

